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In Surrounded by Idiots, Mike Gallagher, one of the top radio talk show hosts in America, takes us to

the front lines of the unprecedented cultural and political war confronting all decent Americans.The

2004 election was a watershed moment in our nation's history, and while it was shocking to the left

to see so many red states on the electoral map, to conservatives it was just affirmation of what

they'd known all along; conservatives are the mainstream, and liberals are the fringe.It is not a time

to rest or take things for granted, Mike Gallagher argues. Not at all. "Maintaining America's role as

the greatest nation in the world means we must stay the course," he writes, adding, "Liberal idiocy

surrounds us all. It threatens to destroy the values and lifestyles that millions of us cherish."The Left

has targeted every value and standard, principle and idea, concept of God, family, honor, duty,

country, and decency that we hold dear. As the nation battles for its very soul in this post 9/11 world,

we have Mike Gallagher to help fight against the agenda-driven liberal lunatics.Surrounded by Idiots

is an important, not to mention entertaining, look at where America is today and the possibility that

the future of America will only get brighter.
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As a conservative it never ceases to amaze me that nationally syndicated talk show hosts feel

compelled to write books. Obviously it is a testament to their inability to get their point across within

fifteen broadcast hours each week. Gallagher's opus is no exception. From Sean Hannity's

sycophantic forward with its grammatical faux pas to the closing self-deprecating remarks in the final

chapter it is a mediocre read at best and fails to offer any convincible solutions toward "fighting



liberal lunacy in America".This book is much like his show: considerable drivel about how things

should be in his opinion and how those who don't share his philosophy are `idiots'. According to

Wilkipedia.org an idiot is defined as "... a person with a very severe mental retardation or a very low

IQ level..." Mike's opponents on the Left are not idiots. Idiots, by the above definition, would be

incapable of holding public office or maintaining successful careers in entertainment or academia..

The root cause of their lunacy is driven more by ingratitude to this great nation more than anything.

Gallagher fails to grasp this simple fact.He writes: "The thrust of the book that you now hold in your

hands is political". Gallagher himself has incorrectly assessed his own writing. It is anything but

political. Bashing politicians, entertainers, and academicians who are left of center does not provide

for interesting reading, is tantamount to childish name-calling, and is hardly a persuasive political

strategy. Rather than harp upon the ills of society, comparing them with the "back when I was a kid"

mantra, Gallagher would have been better served to focus on the political issues that have aided in

the political and cultural decline in which we as a nation find ourselves.
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